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Abstract   
This chapter considers how a country’s legal scholarship can become a major resource on a free access legal 
information institute (LII). It commences with an analysis of the attractions of global legal scholarship 
facilities (eg SSRN’s Legal Scholarship Network (LSN) and Google Scholar) to authors and users, and 
considers by comparison what advantages a nationally-focussed scholarship facility can provide. The initial 
conclusion is that a combination of the two (global and national) is likely to be the most desirable result for 
both users and authors. 'Open content' is distinguished from 'free access', and it is argued that the latter is 
more important than the former to the public interest in access to scholarship. 

The development since 2008 of the 'Australasian Legal Scholarship Library' by the free access Australasian 
Legal Information Institute (AustLII) is explained. The Library now includes over 67,000 full text searchable 
items of free access Australasian legal scholarship in 184 databases. An additional 50 journals are being 
digitised. The Library includes 128 law journals (most back to their first issues), plus law school research 
repositories, judicial scholarship databases, historical legal monographs, law texts from open content 
publishers, law reform reports and law thesis abstracts. The Library is also integrated with AustLII’s 
LawCite citator, which automatically tracks citation of scholarship in the case law and scholarship on 
AustLII and on all LIIs with which AustLII cooperates in the LawCite and WorldLII projects.  

The chapter then considers how the Library could be re-conceptualised in light of what is provided by global 
legal scholarship services, and its ongoing relationship with such services. Proposed technical enhancements 
are discussed such as ‘AustLII authors pages’, metrics for each item of scholarship, and for each law journal, 
and improved feedback mechanisms. Many improvements are possible. 

The chapter concludes with an assessment of the factors in the Australian context that have been most 
conducive to the Library’s development so far.  While not all of these may be replicated elsewhere (eg 
numerous law-school-published journals; research infrastructure funding), most elements are not 
jurisdiction-specific (or have analogues), and therefore may be of broader relevance.   

  

                                                
*	   	  An	  earlier	  version	  of	  this	  Chapter	  was	  presented	  at	  the	  2013	  Law	  via	  Internet	  Conference,	   Jersey,	  26-‐27	  September	  2013.	  
Research	   for	   this	   chapter,	   and	  development	  of	   the	  Library,	  was	  carried	  out	  under	  Australian	  Research	  Council	   (ARC)	  LIEF	  
grants	  LE130100118	  and	  LE0882782	  and	  other	  ARC	  grants.	  The	  assistance	  is	  acknowledged	  of	  the	  members	  of	  the	  Advisory	  
Committee	  of	  the	  Legal	  Scholarship	  Library,	  who	  are	  noted	  in	  part	  2	  of	  the	  paper.	  The	  Library	  has	  been	  built	  by	  the	  hard	  work	  
of	   numerous	   AustLII	   existing	   staff	   and	   former	   staff	   members	   since	   1995,	   noted	   at	  
<http://www.austlii.edu.au/austlii/personnel.html>.	   The	   Library	   is	   maintained	   with	   the	   assistance	   of	   AustLII	   Foundation	  
Ltd.	  The	  Authors	  are	  grateful	  for	  all	  these	  sources	  of	  support.	  	  All	  opinions	  stated	  are	  the	  responsibility	  of	  the	  Authors	  alone.	  
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1. Global and national perspectives on legal scholarship 

This chapter considers how a country’s legal scholarship can become a major resource on a free 
access legal information institute (LII), and the advantages arising when it does. Most LIIs have a 
national scope, but legal scholarship is increasingly global in its subject-matter, and scholars often 
want their work to be readily available to a global audience, as well as to a national audience to 
whom it may have even greater relevance. This chapter therefore starts with consideration of the 
relationships between global and national audiences for legal scholarship. 

1.1. GLOBAL FACILITIES FOR FREE ACCESS LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP  
The two leading free access Internet resources which have global coverage for English language 
legal scholarship, and which have become available to legal scholars anywhere in the world over 
the last decade, are SSRN’s Legal Scholarship Network (SSRN/LSN) and Google Scholar. The first 
is primarily a repository for scholarship and the second both a search engine (of remote content) 
and a citator. A brief comparison of their features will illustrate their ease of use and attraction. 

Ramsay (2012) has identified ten reasons why legal scholars, particularly those in countries like 
Australia, would want to have their scholarship included in SSRN’s Legal Scholarship Network.1   
In a few words, his reasons can be summarised as: wide readership through free access; 
international readership; international reputational advantages; cost free; updating facilities; 
coexistence with journal publication; facilitation of collaboration through contact information; 
aggregation of research on author home pages; and perceptions of peer esteem.  Some of the main 
features of SSRN/LSN, viewed from the perspectives of both an author and a user, are: 

• Largest collection of legal scholarship content (in one location) on the Internet; 
• Authors add content (articles, abstracts and indexing) by simple editing process; 
• Search on SSRN/LSN is over abstracts/metadata (only) of articles on SSRN/LSN; 
• Search on Internet search engines is over the full texts of the articles; 
• Authors (and their representatives) add content voluntarily; 
• Author home page automatically constructed and public; 
• Little need for disambiguation, as entries are added by authors or co-authors; 
• All aspects of content can be subsequently edited/updated; 
• Articles can be sorted by downloads (default); date added; title; author(s); or number of 

citations (only within SSRN/LSN); 
• Download metrics compare author’s position with that of other SSRN authors, and with 

other LSN legal authors2; 
• Citation metrics are only to articles on SSRN/LSN, and not yet fully developed; 
• Users can sign up for regular ‘issues’ of virtual law journals (e-journals) on legal subject 

areas of interest to them; 
• Users can request to ‘follow’ authors; 
• Authors automatically receive feedback on downloads (‘Top 10 lists’ for e-journals etc); 
• Citation metrics are provided per author (Eigenfactor®3), but their value is limited until 

more citation information is available. 

                                                
1	  SSRN’s	  Legal	  Scholarship	  Network	  <http://www.ssrn.com/lsn/>	  

2	  ‘SSRN	  Top	  3,000	  Law	  Authors	  ‘	  at	  <	  http://hq.ssrn.com/rankings/Ranking_Display.cfm?TMY_gID=2&TRN_gID=6>	  

3	  ‘The	  author-‐level	  Eigenfactor®	  score	  is	  a	  weighted	  measure	  of	  an	  author's	  citations.	  It	  adjusts	  for	  the	  number	  of	  authors	  of	  
the	  paper,	   the	  number	  of	  outgoing	  citations	   from	  each	  paper	  citing	  an	  author's	  paper	  and	   for	   the	   importance	  of	   the	  citing	  
paper.	  All	  self	  citations	  are	  eliminated	  in	  calculating	  an	  author's	  Eigenfactor	  score.	  The	  score	  reported	  in	  the	  SSRN	  ranking	  
tables	   is	   calculated	   from	   SSRN	   citation	   data	   only.’:	   SSRN	   FAQ	   14	   at	  
<http://www.ssrn.com/update/general/ssrn_faq.html#eigenfactor>	  
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Because it is a search engine of  content distributed across Internet sites (only some of which are 
free access), plus a citator, Google Scholar4 has advantages which are overlapping but significantly 
different. Some of the main features of Google Scholar are as follows: 

• Broadest search of the texts of legal scholarship content (distributed) on the Internet, 
including commercial as well as free access content; 

• Broader coverage of sources (free access and commercial) than any other legal citator; 
• Content (articles and citations) added automatically by data mining processes; 
• Search on Google Scholar is over full text of articles, wherever located (whether or not full 

text can be displayed); 
• Author home pages are created only on request (Google account required), and are not 

public until requested; 
• Disambiguation facilities to remove non-authored articles; merge multiples of articles etc; 
• Citations can be sorted by number of citations (default); year of publication; or title; 
• Users (and authors) can request to follow new citations by authors 
• User alerts via searches of subject matter etc (Google search); 
• Cumulative citation information over time; 
• Citation information over time for individual articles; 
• No metrics for comparison with other authors; 
• Citation metrics (‘h-index’ and ‘i10-index’). 

Legal scholars, as both authors and researchers, are therefore well-served by free-access multi-
national scholarship repositories, search engines, and citators, which bring their work to the 
attention of global audiences, as well as providing them with very valuable feedback concerning the 
popularity/impact of their own work, as accesses (‘downloads’), citations, and a range of citation 
metrics. 

1.2. WHY ARE NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP REPOSITORIES AND CITATORS ALSO NEEDED? 
There are also reasons why legal authors may want, in addition to the many advantages of these 
global services, to be able to make their research more effectively available to a primarily national 
audience. Using Australia as an example, some of the reasons are as follows: 

(i) Although much legal research is of international interest, legal systems are still essentially 
national (unlike most aspects of the sciences), and legal researchers who publish in essentially 
national areas of law are likely to find their work of limited international interest but possibly very 
high national interest. For example, AustLII receives over 600,000 page accesses per day, and it is 
highly likely that many (perhaps most) Australian legal researchers will search AustLII in 
preference to Google (let alone Google Scholar or SSRN/LSN) when they are searching for 
Australian law. Also, AustLII allows searching over half a million cases from Australian courts and 
tribunals which cannot be searched on international services including Google. 

(ii) On both SSRN/LSN and on Google Scholar it is difficult to search for articles about (or by 
authors from) a particular country (such as Australia), because they do not classify their content in 
that way. Existing methods of limiting searches in this way are only moderately effective. In 
contrast, if legal researchers search AustLII, the default position is that they are searching over 
Australia-related content, with only a small portion of it being concerned with matters unrelated to 
Australian law. 

(iii) Despite the exceptional breadth of content that Google Scholar has available to it to data 
mine for citations, it does not have Australian case law (or for that matter, case law from the UK or 

                                                
4	  Google	  Scholar	  <http://scholar.google.com/>	  
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most countries other than the USA).5 For Australian legal authors, citation of their scholarship by an 
Australian or international court is perhaps more valuable than any other form of citation. AustLII 
has by far the broadest holdings of content of Australian case law, in comparison with both 
commercial publishers and government providers, and has the increasingly complete case law of 
nearly 200 courts and tribunals. None of these allow Google Scholar to spider or data mine their 
content. 

(iv) Similarly, AustLII has near-comprehensive coverage of Australian legislation and treaties, 
as well as case law, and so users of AustLII will obtain search results providing these contextual 
materials as well as legal scholarship. In addition to these relationships being apparent from search 
results over the whole of AustLII, there will usually be hypertext links to these contextual materials 
either from the articles themselves or from the LawCite page for the article. These interconnections 
are not provided by the global facilities for legal scholarship. 

For all of these reasons, it is highly desirable to both Australian legal authors and to those who wish 
to research Australian law, that Australian legal scholarship be available via a national legal 
scholarship facility and citator, as well as via the leading global services previously discussed. The 
best of possible worlds for legal research is to have both national and global legal research services 
that are effective. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe and analyse how such an effective national service can be 
built and sustained, in the particular circumstances of Australia as an example. We will see that 
Australia’s circumstances cannot simply be assumed to be applicable to other countries, and the 
task (although perhaps not the need) would be different in any other country.  

1.3. WHAT THIS CHAPTER IS NOT ABOUT 
Many authors have argued the case for why scholars (including legal scholars) should make their 
scholarship available for free access via the Internet, and should not allow it to be ‘locked up’ by 
commercial legal publishers, even if they do publish it initially in a commercial publication. There 
are serious financial implications for Universities, and particularly University libraries, in the costs 
of commercial legal publications, particularly when the research that is published is the product of 
public funding. This paper does not revisit these arguments (except to explain the Australian 
Research Council’s Open Access policy), but the authors obviously sympathise with them. It 
examines what happens if you try to put free access to legal scholarship into practice in one national 
jurisdiction (or two in fact). 

Others have argued in favour of ‘open content’ licensing of legal scholarship,6 which allows anyone 
else to reproduce the scholarship concerned (though perhaps not for commercial purposes), by use 
of Creative Commons licences or similar licences.  This paper is only about ‘free access’ to legal 
scholarship,7 which does not imply anything other than the right to reproduce what is available for 
personal use (or to make other uses as allowed by local copyright laws). ‘Free access’ does not 
                                                
5	  Most	  courts	  and	  government-‐provided	  case	  law	  services	  in	  common	  law	  countries	  (other	  than	  the	  USA,	  the	  Philippines	  and	  
some	  African	  countries)	  and	  most	  Legal	   Information	  Institutes	  and	  other	  authorized	  republishers	   from	  those	  countries,	  do	  
not	  allow	  web	  spiders	  to	  index	  their	  case	  law	  or	  otherwise	  copy	  it.	  The	  reasons	  for	  this	  are	  complex,	  including	  privacy	  issues,	  
fair	  trials	  and	  the	  problems	  of	  prior	  offences,	  contempt	  of	  court,	  and	  issues	  of	  correction	  of	  judgments.	  

6	  ‘Open	   content’	   refers	   to	   content	  which	   is	  made	   accessible	  with	   no	   copyright	   restrictions	   on	   its	   re-‐use,	   or	   at	   least	   fewer	  
restrictions	  than	  copyright	  law	  provides.	  	  Material	  in	  which	  there	  is	  no	  copyright	  is	  open	  content.	  There	  are	  numerous	  forms	  
of	  licences	  (including	  all	  Creative	  Commons	  licences)	  which,	  when	  applied	  voluntarily	  to	  works	  by	  copyright	  owners,	  result	  in	  
open	   content,	   but	   they	   may	   vary	   in	   the	   extent	   to	   which	   they	   eliminate	   copyright-‐based	   restrictions	   (e.g.	   some	   Creative	  
Commons	   licences	   restrict	   derivative	   works,	   some	   restrict	   commercial	   re-‐publication).	   From	   an	   ‘open	   access’	   (OA)	  
perspective,	  Suber	  (2013)	  refers	  to	  open	  content	  as	  ‘libre	  OA’	  

7	  ’Free	  access’	  (used	  in	  a	  simple	  sense),	  means	  online	  access	  to	  the	  content	  in	  question,	  free	  of	  any	  access	  charges.	  It	  implies	  
nothing	   about	   copyright	   restrictions	   on	   re-‐use.	   Suber	   (2013)	   refers	   to	   as	   ’gratis	   OA’	   and	   says,	   it	   ’removes	   price	   barriers	  
alone’.	  	  For	  a	  more	  complex	  usage	  of	  ‘free	  access’,	  see	  Greenleaf,	  Mowbray	  and	  Chung	  (2012).	  
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necessarily imply ‘open content’, but resources available under open content licences will almost 
always be available for free access. We leave the arguments about whether scholars should make 
their scholarship available under open content licences to others, and we are explicitly not arguing 
in favour of open content publishing in this paper. We do not in fact practice libre OA ourselves, 
though we do practice free access publishing (gratis OA) with our own work.  

2. The Australasian Legal Scholarship Library 

The Australasian Legal Information Institute (AustLII - http://www.austlii.edu.au>) is a joint 
facility of two Australian law schools (at UNSW Australia, and the University of Technology, 
Sydney) which since 1995 has been one of the world’s providers of free access to Australasian legal 
information. It currently provides 717 databases, and receives over 600,000 page requests per day. 
With other free access LIIs, it also operates free access multi-country portals  for legal research. 

Since AustLII started in 1995 it has always contained some legal scholarship, with its earliest 
databases including issues of the University of New South Wales Law Journal and Privacy Law & 
Policy Reporter, and reports of the NSW Law Reform Commission. Law journals were added slowly 
from 1995-2007, often only from their current issue forward. However, in 2008 and again in 2013, 
two year grants from the Australian Research Council (ARC) to consortia of university researchers  
made it possible for AustLII to expand these resources into a more comprehensive Australasian 
Legal Scholarship Library (‘the Library’). Development of the Library has therefore been a twenty 
year AustLII project. 

The content in the Library is searchable either from its own interface (so that only scholarship items 
are found), or it can simply be searched as part of AustLII as a whole (or as part of CommonLII or 
WorldLII portals), in which case it is in the context of case law, legislation and treaties.8 An extract 
from the Library interface is below. 

2.1. THE LIBRARY INTERFACE  
The Library interface9 (extract below) allows the full texts of all databases of scholarship items to 
be searched together, or allows user-customised selections of databases to be made. The interface 
allows searches over the Library to be repeated over Google Scholar, with a search limitation added 
in order to restrict results to those related to Australian law, as best as is possible.10 While worth 
attempting, it is only moderately successful in obtaining precision (in relation to either ‘Australia’ 
or ‘law’), which is one of reasons why a national legal scholarship collection is needed.  

 

                                                
8	  AustLII	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au>;	  CommonLII	  <http://www.commonlii.org>;	  WorldLII	  <http://www.worldlii.org>	  	  

9	  Australasian	  Legal	  Scholarship	  Library	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/>	  

10	  The	  search	  has	  appended	  “australia	  OR	  australian	  OR	  site:.au	  (law	  OR	  legal	  OR	  legislation	  OR	  regulation	  OR	  judgment	  OR	  
treaty)”.	  	  
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2.2. THE LIBRARY – CONTENT, SIZE, AND USAGE  
In the first five years since creation of the Library commenced in 2008 under the first LIEF project 
it grew from about 8,000 items of scholarship already held, to 54,000 items in 88 databases. By 
January 2016 the Library’s contents expanded to include a total of 184 databases containing 66,995 
items of scholarship. In detail, these are: 

• 119 Australian Law Journals databases (59,886 documents) 
• 9 New Zealand Law Journals databases (2,291 documents) 
• 4 Judicial Scholarship databases (2,310 documents) 
• 5 Law Research Series databases (929 documents) 
• 3 Monographs & Theses databases (202 documents) 
• 44 Australasian Law Reform databases (1,377 documents) 

A further 50 law journals are in the process of being digitised. 

The content of the Library receives very high usage, with 17,619,455 accesses to items of 
scholarship in the Library in 2015 (almost double the 8,965,514 accesses in 2012), as recorded in 
AustLII’s logs. A ‘page access’ refers to the display/download of the full text of a whole journal 
article or equivalent, since abstracts are not stored separately from articles.  

While SSRN’s Legal Scholarship Network is much larger than the Library, we estimate that its 
Australian-originated content is considerably smaller than the number of scholarship items in the 
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Library, but the coverage of the two collections is very different over time, making comparisons 
difficult. The largest commercial collection of law journals is on Hein Online. All scholarship on 
AustLII is available on Google Scholar but (as noted above) it is not possible to effectively search 
so as to limit results to Australian content. The result is since 2008-12 the Library has grown to 
become the largest searchable collection of Australian legal scholarship, by number of searchable 
items, whether commercial or for free access. It is one of the Internet’s largest searchable legal 
scholarship collections available for free access (at least in English). 

2.3. AUSTRALIA’S FUNDING ENVIRONMENT: INFRASTRUCTURE GRANTS AND OPEN ACCESS POLICIES 
In 2008-9 AustLII researchers from UNSW and UTS, supported by researchers from other 
Australian universities, obtained an Australian Research Council (ARC) grant for the development 
of research infrastructure (LIEF grant)11 for $170,00012 to develop AustLII’s existing scholarship 
resources into the Library, with matching funds coming from the Universities concerned. Also in 
2008 AustLII launched its LawCite Citator,13 initially focusing on case law, but then expanded to 
include tracking scholarship citations. Development of LawCite was through an ARC Linkage 
research grant. AustLII and researchers from ten Australian law faculties received another ARC 
LIEF grant for 2013-14 to develop the Library further.14  The Australian (LIEF) grants for 
development of ‘research infrastructure’ (rather than to do research) are an unusual feature of the 
Australian research environment. 

There is now a very strong incentive on Australian academics to place their work in free access 
repositories, due to the Australian Research Council (ARC) Open Access Policy15 which took effect 
on 1 January 2013:  ‘the ARC requires that any publications arising from an ARC supported 
research project must be deposited into an open access institutional repository within a twelve (12) 
month period from the date of publication… The policy will be incorporated into all new Funding 
Rules and Agreements released after 1 January 2013.’ If a publication is included ‘in an openly 
accessible digital database’ (such as on AustLII or on LSN) then the academic need only provide 
the metadata of the article to his or her University’s repository, and it is sufficient if they link back 
(ARC Open Access Policy p3).  This policy supports five of the eight proposals discussed below, 
because they help satisfy the ARC’s requirements: (i) law journals available on AustLII for free 
access; (ii) automated updating to assist them meeting the twelve month requirement; (iii) Law 
Faculty repositories that make accessible funded publications other than journal articles, or are not 
published in a free access journal; (v) a general repository for academics from a Faculty without its 
own AustLII database; and (vi) databases from ‘open content’ University presses. 

2.4. LAW JOURNALS – DIGITISATION, FORMATS, COPYRIGHT ETC 
The Library’s heart is its Australian and New Zealand law journal collection. The main element of 
the first stage of the Library’s development was the digitisation, back to their first issue, of all 83 
Australasian law journals that agreed to be involved. Most of these were ‘academic’ journals in the 
sense that they were published by Law Schools, or by student editorial boards located at Law 
Schools. For the second stage from 2013 we identified further 70 as significant and where the type 
                                                
11	  An	  ARC	  Linkage	  Infrastructure,	  Equipment	  and	  Facilities	  (LIEF)	  

12	  For	  the	  list	  of	  2008	  researchers,	  see	  <	  http://www.austlii.edu.au/austlii/research/2008/lief/>	  

13	  LawCite	  Citator	  <	  http://www.austlii.edu.au/lawcite/>	  

14	  The	  Chief	  Investigators	  on	  the	  2013	  ARC	  LIEF	  project	  were	  Prof.	  Graham	  Greenleaf	  (UNSW/AustLII,	  lead	  CI);	  Prof.	  Andrew	  
Mowbray	   (UTS/AustLII);;	   Prof.	   Anita	   Stuhmcke	   (UTS);	   Prof.	   Andrew	   Byrnes	   (UNSW);	   Prof.	   Andrew	   Kenyon	   (Melbourne);	  
Prof.	  Dan	  Svantesson	  (Bond);	  Andrew	  Wells	  (UNSW	  Librarian);	  Prof.	  Anne	  Twomey	  (USyd;	  Prof.	  Brian	  Fitzgerald	  (ACU),	  Prof.	  
Janet	   Chan	   (UNSW);	   Prof.	   Michael	   Blakeney	   (UWA);	   Prof.	   Peter	   Cane	   (ANU);	   Prof.	   Marc	   Davidson	   (Monash);	   Prof.	   Ross	  
Grantham	   (Queensland).	   Philip	   Chung	   (UNSWAustLII)	   was	   Director	   of	   the	   project.	   The	   project	   Advisory	   Committee	   also	  
includes	  Roger	  Clarke	  (Vis.	  Prof.	  UNSW),	  Janet	  Fletcher	  (UNSW	  Library)	  and	  Vai	  Lo	  (Bond).	  

15	  ARC	  Open	  Access	  Policy	  <	  http://www.arc.gov.au/applicants/open_access.htm>	  	  
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of publisher makes this a realistic possibility. These included in order of priority (and subject to 
publisher agreement) journals published by: law schools not yet included (relatively few); academic 
associations; research centres and the like; government bodies; the legal profession; professional 
associations; and student organisations. The resulting expansion of the Library to include 128 law 
journals16 has already included examples from all these categories. Inclusion of Law Society and 
Bar Association journals is not yet complete but is very valuable (even with a time delay in order to 
give a premium to members) because they are often difficult to source, particularly from other 
States, and they contain legal analyses of considerable quality.  

The initial creation of the Library in 2008 was the first time AustLII became involved in large-scale 
digitisation from paper. Donated copies of the back-sets of the law journals were destructively 
digitised,17 through scanning, optical character recognition (OCR) and extraction of metadata. This 
made data capture from paper efficient only if the hard copies could be destroyed (destructive 
scanning). For destructive digitisation AustLII has one 90 page per minute duplex (both sides) page 
scanner, and a 120 page duplex scanner. However, scanning was costly where law reports, books or 
journals could not be destroyed in the digitisation process. Increasingly, the copies which we 
wished to scan were rare and thus valuable. To overcome this, in 2013 AustLII obtained a high-
speed non-destructive automated scanner.18 The Treventus ScanRobot scans bound books at up to 
1,500 pages per hour in automatic mode, turning pages by air suction and providing distortion-free 
resulting images. It is used in the Library project to capture journals where spare copies are not 
available for destruction, particularly historical legal profession journals. It has also been necessary 
for other content such as university theses on legal topics, historical monographs, and historical law 
reform reports. Completion of AustLII’s digitisation equipment involved purchase of a microform 
scanner with automated feeds, able to scan large sets of microfilm, microfiche and other 
microforms with minimal human supervision. 

The format of the documents in the Library will often be HTML, particularly those documents from 
recent decades where AustLII has been provided with documents in word-processing format, 
making it possible to automatically convert them to HTML with a net gain in functionality (eg 
hypertext links). Older documents, particularly those obtained by digitisation from paper, will only 
be available in PDF format, but will always be searchable. 

All documents in the Library are given a ‘neutral’ citation in the format pioneered by AustLII and 
now used by hundreds of courts in many countries, to act as a parallel citation to that which they 
have in their original print format (assuming one exists).  The following are examples of 
scholarship items with both AustLII neutral citations and print citations (in that order): 

• Mutton, Alison "Choice of Law on the High Seas: Blunden v Commonwealth" [2004] 
SydLawRw 18; (2004) 26(3) Sydney Law Review 427  

• Baird, Rachel "A Dual Approach to Ocean Governance: The Cases of Zonal and Integrated 
Management in the International Law of the Sea by Yoshifumi Tanaka" [2009] 
MelbJlIntLaw 19; (2009) 10(1) Melbourne Journal of International Law 394  

• Gans, Jeremy "Something to Hide: DNA, Surveillance and Self-incrimination" [2001] 
CICrimJust 26; (2001) 13 (2) Current Issues in Criminal Justice 168 

In other cases, a document may not have a standardised print citation, so AustLII allocates to it a 
neutral citation and just uses that (eg New South Wales Law Reform Commission Surveillance: 

                                                
16	  The	  full	  lists	  of	  Australian	  and	  New	  Zealand	  law	  journals	  in	  the	  Library	  are	  at	  <	  http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/>.	  

17	  All	  volumes	  are	  guillotined,	  then	  the	  pages	  scanned	  through	  a	  90	  ppm	  duplex	  scanner.	  Original	  volumes	  are	  not	  returned.	  A	  
second	  120	  ppm	  scanner	  has	  now	  been	  added.	  

18	  Treventus	  ScanRobot	  2.0	  MDS	  at	  <http://www.treventus.com/automatic-‐book-‐scanner-‐scanrobot.html>	  
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final report [2005] NSWLRC 108).19 The provision of the neutral citations is essential for provision 
of links between different citations of the same item of scholarship. 

 

 

Figure: Treventus ScanRobot with arm lowered prior to scanning and turning of pages 

 

A ‘risk management’ approach was taken to any copyright issues which might arise concerning 
such journal articles. No significant problems have in fact arisen after nearly a decade. The basic 
approach taken is to rely upon the consent of the journal publisher (in some cases the relevant Law 
School), even though the position from journal to journal, and between old and new issues of 
journals, could be different in theory.20 Because of these differences, a take-down policy is stated in 
the header of each article published, to the effect that an author could request removal of any article, 
which would then be replaced by a note that this article was not available online and that the print 
version of the journal should be used. In nearly a decade, one author has requested that one article 
be removed, and one publisher has removed an article because of concerns about its content. This 
overall approach is based in part on the fact that unpaid authors of articles in non-profit journals 
benefit from the wider circulation of their work provided by free access, and experience no 
offsetting losses. There is low likelihood of significant levels of objection by any relevant parties to 
the works in question becoming a de facto part of an access commons.21 

2.5. LAW FACULTY REPOSITORIES, AND LAW THESES 
‘Law Research Series’ (LRS) databases (as we call Law Faculty repositories) are added by 
collaboration with any other Australasian Law Schools that agree to provide them, thus providing 
                                                
19	  	  This	  was	  for	  NSW	  law	  reform	  report	  108.	  In	  other	  jurisdictions,	  such	  as	  in	  Western	  Australia	  report	  numbers	  are	  not	  used	  
so	  the	  neutral	  citation	  is	  separately	  allocated	  by	  AustLII	  (eg	  [1997]	  WALRC	  90	  refers	  to	  Project	  36(II).	  

20	  Variations	  occur	  in	  such	  factors	  as	  in	  what	  year	  authors	  were	  given	  notice	  that	  their	  articles	  may	  be	  published	  online,	   in	  
whether	  assignments	  of	  copyright,	  or	  written	  licences,	  or	  only	  implied	  licences,	  were	  obtained	  by	  publishers,	  what	  records	  
have	  been	  kept	  of	  same,	  and	  what	  variations	  there	  have	  been	  in	  such	  practices	  since	  the	  journal	  commenced.	  

21	  For	  a	  more	  general	  discussion	  of	  this	  aspect	  of	  the	  public	  domain,	  see	  Greenleaf	  (2007).	  
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the most current legal scholarship for the Library. The best example contains 648 scholarship items 
from one law school since 2016.22 As with other repositories, AustLII’s LRS databases include 
pre/post prints of articles by Australian academics in both local and overseas journals; conference 
papers; law reform submissions; and research centre working papers. AustLII’s legal scholarship 
repositories allow the full text of articles to be searched, not only the abstracts. These repositories 
are updated actively, by a Faculty editor emailing each repository item to a load address on AustLII 
for their repository, so the system is sustainable once established. Four Law Schools already have 
Law Research Series (LRS) databases on AustLII.23  Access to these databases is substantial, with 
the UNSW and Melbourne LRS databases obtaining 60-70,000 accesses per year.  

Faculties are also welcome to request inclusion of a database (and digitisation from paper where 
resources permit) of postgraduate law theses.24  

2.6. JUDICIAL SCHOLARSHIP DATABASES  
Judicial scholarship (ex curia speeches and articles by judges) is otherwise difficult to find, and 
particularly valuable when integrated with a citator. The superior courts in four jurisdictions 
(Federal, New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland) have already established Judicial 
Scholarship databases on AustLII, and South Australia has agreed to do so. The remaining 
jurisdictions (High Court, WA, Tasmania and NZ) will be invited to do so, and already have 
collections of speeches available which could be used to start such databases.  

2.7. LEGAL CONTENT FROM ‘OPEN ACCESS’ UNIVERSITY PRESSES 
Sydney University Press has pioneered the publishing of its law-related books on AustLII,25 by 
chapter, in parallel with commercial print publication, based on its open publishing model (Murray-
Smith, 2006).  This has also including publication solely on AustLII of a book not intended for print 
publication (in effect giving AustLII a method of quality control for original book 
publishing). Other Australian University presses with similar publication models26 will be invited to 
re-publish law-related publications on AustLII for free access, as the Library develops further. 

2.8. DIGITISING HISTORICAL LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP  
Historic law journals and textbooks are being added (absent copyright issues), continuing work 
commenced in AustLII’s current LIEF project on Australasian legal history (Greenleaf, Mowbray 
and Chung, 2012). Equipment purchased for that project, such as high-end non-destructive scanning 
equipment (the ScanRobot described earlier), is being utilised for copying of rare books and 
journals. Materials published before 1950 usually do not involve significant copyright issues. Over 
130 key monographs in Australian legal history from 1833-1900 have been digitised.27 Back 
capture of historical legal profession journals through digitisation would be particularly useful, as 
they were for a century often the only source of legal commentary before law school journals 
became common commencing from the 1950s.  

2.9. LAW REFORM AND PARLIAMENTARY ANALYSIS 
An expansive view of ‘legal scholarship’ results in the inclusion in the Library of law reform 
reports. Law reform reports and working papers comprise a major part of Australasian legal 

                                                
22	  University	  of	  New	  South	  Wales	  Faculty	  of	  Law	  Research	  Series	  <	  http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/UNSWLRS/>	  

23	  UNSW,	  Melbourne,	  Monash	  and	  Queensland;	  see	  <	  http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/#au_lrs>	  	  

24	  University	  of	  New	  South	  Wales	  Law	  Theses	  and	  Dissertations	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/UNSWLawTD/>	  

25	  Sydney	  University	  Press	  Law	  Books	  <	  http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/SydUPLawBk/>	  	  

26	  Other	  University	  Presses	  with	  some	  level	  of	  open	  content	  include	  ANU	  EPress,	  UTS	  ePress,	  Monash	  UP.	  U.Adelaide	  Press	  &	  
UQ	  ePress.	  

27	  Australian	  Colonial	  Law	  Monographs	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/AUColLawMon/>	  
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scholarship of the highest quality, over many decades, the equivalent of hundreds of legal 
textbooks. Forty-four databases of law reform reports from all Australasian law reform 
commissions in all jurisdictions are included, both current and historical.28 They are also identified 
by LawCite for citation purposes, and their citation of (and by) case law and law journal articles is 
therefore tracked.  

Two similar categories could also be included in the Library, but this has not yet occurred: AustLII 
holds databases of documents from Parliamentary Research Services analysing proposed Bills  
(Australian Federal Bills Digest and its Victorian equivalent, because equivalents are not available 
from other jurisdictions); Reports of Parliamentary Committees on proposed legislation or proposed 
treaties could also be included (AustLII only holds the reports of the Joint Standing Committee on 
Treaties (JSCOT)).29 

There are a number of rationales for inclusion of these categories of documents. First, they are 
extremely valuable items of legal scholarship in their own right, reflecting the research of some of 
the country’s best legal researchers and analysts (outside the judiciary) on legal issues of major 
public importance. Second, they are very influential documents in the processes of law reform and 
enactment, and if a case or a journal article is cited in one of these documents this should appear in 
the citation records in relation to that case or article. For academics, having one’s work cited in a 
law reform or parliamentary committee report is almost as valuable as judicial citations, but is 
generally less visible and more difficult to find. 

It is relatively easy to include these documents in the Library and make them searchable with other 
scholarship, although there are significant resource issues in keeping them up-to-date. The more 
difficult question, in the absence of any consistent (and succinct) citation conventions for such 
reports, is how to efficiently include them in the citator. Nevertheless, tracking citations by such 
reports is possible and valuable, whereas attempting to track citations of such reports is very 
difficult because of citation inconsistencies. 

2.10. LAWCITE CITATOR AND SCHOLARSHIP 
The LawCite citator, the second essential component of the overall Library project, now holds 
citation records for nearly 4.8 million cases, journal articles and other items of legal scholarship 
(including all content of the Library). As a citator it is unique in being able to identify the citations 
of Australian scholarship in cases from all Australian courts and tribunals (because no source other 
than AustLII covers them all), and increasingly from all historical periods, and in all law reform 
reports. It is also unique in being able to identify citations of Australian legal scholarship by 
overseas courts and tribunals from a very wide range of countries, because of AustLII’s access to 
the data from all other LIIs that collaborate in WorldLII.  Because of AustLII’s collaborative 
arrangements with other LIIs, LawCite is the only free access citator which provides international 
coverage of case law.30 For any item of scholarship (whether a copy is or is not found on AustLII or 
NZLII) cited in any case or journal article on any collaborating LII world-wide, irrespective of 
citation used, LawCite presents a list of all known cases, law reform reports, law journal articles or 
other scholarship items that cite it. LawCite is shared with 15 other LIIs collaborating in WorldLII. 
LawCite therefore accesses their content to extract citations by data mining techniques.  The key to 
the value of a citator is the comprehensiveness of the data it is able to mine for citations. 

The result is that LawCite is the most comprehensive citator for Australian legal scholarship, if 
provision of citations of scholarship by court decisions is included, but there is considerable room 

                                                
28	  See	  Law	  Reform	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/#other_lawreform>	  in	  the	  Library.	  	  

29	  JSCOT	  Reports	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/other/jscot/>	  	  

30	  BAILII,	  PacLII,	  SAFLII,	  HKLII,	  AsianLII,	  CommonLII,	  WorldLII	  and	  NZLII	  share	  use	  of	  LawCite.	  
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for expansion of citation scope. If scholarship alone is counted, Google Scholar indexes all the 
content of AustLII’s Library (with permission), and much more as well, but is not permitted to 
index AustLII’s case law. 

 

Figure: Extract of a LawCite record for a journal article cited 20 times, including in a case 

2.11. MAINTAINING RELATIONSHIPS WITH GLOBAL LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP FACILITIES 
One matter which is clear is that the re-development of the Library must enhance the advantages of 
global legal scholarship facilities for Australian authors and Australian users, as well as providing 
the particular advantages of a national facility. This means that AustLII should at least do the 
following: (i) Continue to allow Google Scholar to index all scholarship content on AustLII 
(operational); (ii) Enable AustLII searches to be repeated over Google Scholar (operational); (iii) 
Assist authors to have their content in AustLII repositories included in Legal Scholarship Network 
(as occurs with the UNSW repository); and (iv) Enable WorldLII & AustLII users to search 
SSRN/LSN Australian content as part of the Library (discussions with SSRN/LSN unresolved). 

3. Unfinished agendas: Re-imagining and re-developing the Library  

While the Library is a considerable success as Australia’s most extensive national archive of legal 
scholarship, there are many potential improvements that have not yet been made, some of which we 
hope to achieve in years to come. A brief account of these possibilities may be of interest to those 
considering similar issues in other jurisdictions. Given the international alternatives provided to 
Australian legal authors and legal researchers by Legal Scholarship Network and Google Scholar, 
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the challenge for the future development of the Library is not merely one of further content 
expansion and improvement.  

3.1. AUTOMATING UPDATING OF JOURNALS THROUGH ACTIVE COOPERATION 
A major issue with such a large archive of over 100 journals, most of which are still active, is to 
develop methods of effective updating. There are various reasons why the online editions of these 
journals are in arrears of their print editions. Some insist on being a year in arrears of print (to help 
maintain print distribution), some may not have had an issue in the last year.  AustLII’s update 
status page shows that, on average, active journals have been updated between one and two years 
ago. 31   Ideally, AustLII aims to establish mechanisms for active updating by the journals 
themselves, rather that updating which at present is typically ‘passive’ in the sense that AustLII has 
to initiate requests for new issues, or at best is periodically sent a soft copy of a new issue. In 
contrast, AustLII obtains email data feeds by nearly 200 courts and tribunals of their decisions, 
enabling their databases to be updated automatically upon receipt of each emailed case.32  A similar 
procedure needs to be established with law journal articles, with each article emailed to AustLII 
according to a standard document title format, citation and metadata, even if there is a time-lag with 
some journals to enable them to distribute hard copies of an issue first. This ‘active’ updating is 
only now starting. It is difficult to establish such active cooperation with journals where editorial 
boards changes annually and institutional memory of procedures cannot be assumed. The answer 
may lie in providing strong incentives for journals to provide updates, such as RSS feeds and other 
notification mechanisms advertising new articles.  

3.2. PROVIDE A LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP REPOSITORY FOR ALL OTHER AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARS 
It would be desirable if all Australasian legal scholars could be invited and encouraged to contribute 
their scholarship to the Library. At present only four law schools have established such ‘Law 
Research Series’ for new scholarship.33 Establishing a repository open to any current or retired 
academics and judicial officers, and where submissions met the same standards as the existing 
Series, would require AustLII to identify individual contributors and accounts (an ‘AustLII home 
page’) for them so that they can manage their content on AustLII.  

3.3. TRACKING SCHOLARSHIP’S IMPACT: EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF THE LAWCITE CITATOR 
Expansion of the content of the Library expands the citation information available to LawCite. To 
further expand the sources from which LawCite obtains citations requires access to citation data 
from commercial publishers, and from other free access repositories.  

3.4. ‘AUSTLII AUTHOR’ PAGES COMBINING TEXTS BOTH AVAILABLE AND CITED  
The overall attraction to authors of having their content appear in the Library as well as its 
international comparators would be increased significantly if AustLII could provide similar 
individualised facilities for presentation and management of an author’s work. This would involve 
AustLII offering any author whose scholarship already appears in the Library the option of creating 
their own ‘author page’ on AustLII.  Such an author page could have the following features (where 
similar to Google Scholar or Legal Scholarship Network, this is indicated by ‘GS’ or ‘LSN’): 

• Author pages created only on request (cf GS), and deleted on request. Authentication of 

                                                
31	  The	  agreed	  update	   schedule	   varies	  between	   journals,	  with	   some	  agreeing	   to	  publish	  on	  AustLII	   concurrently	  with	  print	  
(e.g.	   Sydney	  Law	  Review)	  whereas	   others	   agree	   to	  publish	  on	  AustLII	   an	   issue	  or	   a	   year	   in	   arrears.	   For	   currency,	   see	   the	  
Update	  Status	  for	  Journals	  page	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-‐bin/jstatus.cgi>.	  	  

32	  For	   the	   effectiveness	   of	   this,	   see	   the	   Update	   Status	   for	   Case	   Law	   Databases	   pages	   at	   <http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-‐
bin/cases_status.cgi>	  .	  

33	  AustLII	  already	  has	  an	  ALTA	  Law	  Research	  Series	  (ALRS)	  database,	  but	  it	   is	  not	  open	  to	  all	   legal	  academics,	  requires	  the	  
Australian	  Law	  Teachers	  Association	  (ALTA)	  to	  vet	  and	  forward	  articles	  for	  addition,	  and	  has	  had	  very	  little	  content	  added	  in	  
the	  last	  couple	  of	  years.	  But	  it	  has	  111	  articles,	  and	  obtains	  nearly	  40,000	  accesses	  per	  year.	  
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authors required when an author page is created. 
• Authors requested to provide a minimal amount of information about their professional 

status (‘author profile’) so as to assist accurate identification of their articles and 
communication with them (cf GS and LSN), which information would not be used for other 
purposes. 

• Authors able to create links to their other academic or professional web pages. 
• Author pages, once created, would not be visible to other users until made public by the 

author (cf GS), so that the author can ensure that the aggregation of their work appears to 
best advantage before public release. The ‘public’ status of author pages can be turned off 
(cf GS). Once an author page is made public, it will be displayed as a result of searches of 
LawCite (cf GS), and also as a result of searches of the Library.  

• Articles can be sorted by date of authorship (default); date added; number of citations; 
number of accesses; title; author(s); database locations. 

• Disambiguation facilities to remove non-authored articles and merge multiple versions (cf 
GS). 

• Citation metrics shown for each article shown, to allow sorting (cf GS and LSN). 
• Access metrics for each article shown, to allow sorting (cf LSN). 
• Aggregate citation and access metrics shown for each author, on the author page (cf LSN)  

 ‘AustLII author’ pages would therefore list a combination of publications where the author (or co-
authors) have added the texts to the Library (or they are in a journal on AustLII), and those where 
LawCite has identified a citation of a text from its data mining, and has therefore created a citation 
record for the publication. In both cases there is ‘something to link to’ from the author page. This is 
therefore not equivalent to allowing authors to put their publications lists into the Library, which we 
do not propose to do. 

3.5. METRICS FOR ARTICLES (SCHOLARSHIP ITEMS) 
For each scholarship item in the Library, and for many scholarship items not in the Library, all 
known citations (whether from items in the Library, or other known items) are already recorded via 
LawCite, and extensive use is already made of these citation metrics. In contrast, access statistics 
for each scholarship item in the Library, while they are currently cumulated for each calendar year 
by AustLII, are not made public. An issue with making access statistics public is that (unlike 
SSRN/LSN) AustLII does not currently require, or store separately, abstracts of articles, and a large 
percentage of the articles on AustLII do not have abstracts. Because AustLII does allow search 
engine web spiders to download the full texts of scholarship items, in order to have meaningful 
access statistics it would be necessary for AustLII to distinguish between web spider download and 
other downloads, and only count the latter as accesses. However, this approach will ‘under-count’ 
because cached accesses will be omitted. There are also complexities with recording accesses where 
a scholarship item comprises both a PDF file and a HTML ‘wrapper’. These multiple complexities 
have resulted in no display of access statistics as yet, and it is likely that it is not feasible to improve 
on raw access statistics. 

3.6. METRICS FOR AUTHORS 
LawCite already allows all articles by an individual author to be displayed together in search results 
(by searching LawCite using the ‘author’ field; or by searching the Library using the ‘@title’ search 
option), but the results are imprecise (both under-recall and over-recall) due to varieties in the ways 
users are described as authors.  Only by the use of disambiguated author pages is it possible to 
aggregate citation statistics or access statistics for all articles by an author.  

3.7. METRICS FOR JOURNALS  
AustLII could develop a number of alternative methods of ranking journals by measures based on 
both citations and downloads, and over various periods of time, and leave the choice of which 
ranking methods are most useful to users.  However, this would present difficulties because the 
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utility of these ranking system will vary with such factors as (a) over how many years the ranking 
extends (as journals have joined AustLII at different times); (b) whether all journals being 
compared are up-to-date; (c) how many different online sources of a journal exist; (d) how many 
journals which it is relevant to compare are available in the Library; and (e) whether to exclude or 
include journal self-citation. Despite these difficulties, and provided users were able to choose 
which method they regard as most reliable, the Library could provide an opportunity for more 
objective factors to be brought into Australian law journal rankings. 

3.8. ALERT MECHANISMS 
Alert mechanisms such as RSS feeds and Twitter can be used to alert AustLII users of new Library 
content. New issues of journals that provide their content to AustLII at the same time as they are 
published in print (or elsewhere online) are featured in AustLII’s Twitter feed, and on AustLII’s 
front page, as incentives to journals to maintain currency. There is a separate need to alert users to 
new scholarship coming into the Library in their particular subject areas, probably through user-
specified searches, since it is costly to do so on the basis of retrospective subject indexing of journal 
articles.34  

4. Conclusions: Value, sustainability and relevance 

4.1. ARE NATIONAL LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP COLLECTIONS VALUABLE? 
This article has sought to demonstrate that free access national legal scholarship collections can 
play a valuable role that is complementary to the equally valuable role of global legal scholarship 
facilities, due to the differing audiences that they serve, and the more effective search mechanisms 
they are able to provide for users whose particular interest is in materials from one country. With 
cooperation between global and national providers of legal information (both free access and 
commercial), the benefits to all publishers can be maximised, as can the benefits to their users. 

4.2. SUSTAINABILITY 
The Library is sustainable from 2015 despite completion of LIEF funding. Updating the Library, 
and expanding its content where possible, is now a responsibility undertaken by AustLII 
Foundation Ltd, which manages AustLII’s donation funding. Almost all Australian law schools 
provide such donation funding,35 so there are strong motivations for AustLII to keep law journals 
and law school scholarship repositories current.  

4.3. GOOD LUCK OR INTERNATIONAL RELEVANCE? 
AustLII’s development of the Legal Scholarship Library has largely completed its second stage 
(though more than 50 journals remain in the ‘digitisation queue’). Our experience is that almost all 
remaining non-profit journals agree to republication on AustLII when asked (and increasingly 
request it to occur). Many challenges (outlined in the previous section of this chapter) remain to be 
met before it is certain that a national scholarship Library like AustLII’s will have enough 
continuing attraction, compared with its international comparators. Nevertheless, the existing 
Library is already a successful development, as shown by its usage rates. It will also continue to 
expand, as resources allow.  

A number of factors can be identified which have made this development possible in Australia and 
effective so far. They can be summarised as follows, not in any particular order of importance: 

(i) The context was available of a LII containing extensive legislation and cases, so as to 
provide high visibility for a scholarship collection (through high usage of the overall 

                                                
34	  Google	  Scholar	  provides	  email	  alerts	  based	  on	  user-‐specified	  searches,	  with	  no	  editorial	  overhead	  required	   from	  Google	  
Scholar.	   	  Legal	  Scholarship	  Network	  has	  been	  very	  successful	   in	  providing	  email	  alerts	  (eJournals)	  based	  on	  user-‐specified	  
subject	  areas,	  but	  this	  requires	  a	  combination	  of	  author	  classification	  of	  articles,	  and	  some	  LSN	  editorial	  overhead.	  

35	  See	  Education	  sector	  funding	  at	  <http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-‐bin/s_type.cgi#legaled>	  	  
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service), thus attracting content (the ‘passing traffic’ factor). 
(ii) The infrastructure was available within which the Library could be built with relatively 

low marginal cost (the ‘host factor’). 
(iii) A broad approach was taken to the many forms of legal scholarship which are worth 

bringing together into one searchable collection (the ‘breadth factor’). 
(iv) An automated citator was available to link citation patterns of scholarship and cases. 

While not essential, a citator adds considerable value to a scholarship collection. 
(v) A high proportion of Australian law journals are controlled not by commercial 

publishers but by non-profit organisations which do not have exclusive publishing 
arrangements with commercial publishers, particularly law schools and law student 
associations. 

(vi) A ‘risk management’ approach was taken to copyright issues, via journal publisher 
consent and take-down policies. 

(vii) The Australian Research Council has for some years encouraged academics to place 
their scholarship in free access repositories, and from 2013 has made that mandatory for 
ARC-funded scholarship. 

(viii) The ARC has provided annual competitive ‘research infrastructure’ grants since 2000, 
which have made it possible for AustLII to regularly develop research infrastructure 
such as the Scholarship Library. 

(ix) The multi-stakeholder donation-based funding model for AustLII, operated through 
AustLII Foundation Ltd, provides sustainability through funding for the maintenance of 
facilities such as the Scholarship Library once ARC or other grant funding has been 
exhausted. 

Australia seems to be fortunate in having this combination of factors, but none of them (or at least 
their functional equivalents) seem unique to Australia. Suitable hosts for a national or regional legal 
scholarship library could be found in most parts of the world. A citator is not essential, but in any 
event AustLII provides LawCite for use by LIIs that are partners in the WorldLII project. In many 
countries there is now pressure from research funding bodies to make funded scholarship accessible 
through free-access repositories. This should help overcome the stronger hold that commercial 
publishers have on legal scholarship in some countries than they do in Australia, by enabling much 
of the content originally published in commercial journals to be placed also in free access 
repositories: an emphasis on the ‘green road’ where the ‘gold road’ to open access is not possible. It 
is also possible to obtain critical mass in the quantity of legal scholarship made available by 
concentrating on the other sources of such scholarship, including judicial scholarship, non-journal 
items such as conference papers and law reform submissions, and historical (non-copyright) 
scholarship. The Australia-specific factor of ARC research infrastructure funding has been 
particularly important in providing ‘start-up’ impetus for the Library’s development, but it should 
be possible for equivalent sources of seed funding to be found elsewhere.  

This Australasian example continues to illustrate that it is difficult but not impossible to develop 
and maintain free access to legal scholarship. We hope that AustLII’s experience will assist those in 
other countries who are interested in developing free access to their country’s legal scholarship. 
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